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Chapter 749
“Yeah.” Suzi and Arron turned and walked away. On the other side,
Christopher said that Lilly had already bought fruit candy and came back.

When the family of three and Christopher just walked to the elevator entrance,
they heard noise in the box over there.

“A black-hearted family of three, I’m going to take your skin off!”

“Hit her!”

“Take her crippled!”

“Ms. Hu, come over, let’s hold it down for you, and you slap her in the face!
This shameless thing turns her into a prostitute. You strip her clothes naked
and throw her into the street!”

“Oh…”

“Ouch…”

Then, the door of the box was closed.



As for what happened in this hotel and how serious the situation was, Suzi
and Arron didn’t want to bother about it.

Back in the hotel, Arron asked Christopher to book a return ticket. In order not
to affect their only sleep, they booked a flight at 12 o’clock in the morning the
next day.

This evening, a family of three with Yan and Christopher, had a cozy little hot
pot in the hotel room talking and laughing, and then slept beautifully, until
waking up at 7 o’clock in the morning the next morning, having breakfast, and
packing luggage , Carrying his father’s urn.

When they got off the elevator and came to the lobby, they saw a lot of people
waiting outside the hotel.

Those people are all respectful.

The person standing at the forefront was grateful: “Thank you, Mr. Fu, your
company has allocated 100 million yuan to our charity project. We have
received it. Thank you very much.”

Arron said flatly: “This is my spouse’s hometown. If you have any needs in the
future, you can apply to the Fu Group.”

“Ok, yes, thank you so much.”

Immediately after that, another person walked out behind that person and said
something in Christopher’s ear. Christopher kept nodding.

After that person left, another person stood out from the crowd, it was Hu
Xiaomeng.

She burst into tears: “Mrs. Fu, thank you for the one million you transferred to
me. I don’t want the money. I will use all of it for the difficult children in my
class. I will do my best to protect their young hearts. Don’t be bullied.”



Suzi nodded: “If you need it in the future, you can still come to me.”

“Well, thank you, and if you are not here, I will take care of Grandpa Shen’s
family for you.” Hu Xiaomeng said actively.

“Thank you so much, then.” Suzi was very pleased.

I haven’t been to my hometown in fifteen years.

The only unfulfilled wish is that the mother’s whereabouts are unknown.

At 2:30 in the afternoon, they had already returned to Nancheng. On the way
back, another driver specially sent the car to the airport. The driver who drove
was still Christopher.

Christopher was familiar with the familiar road, driving fast and smoothly all
the way, when Suzi was in Arron’s arms and looked at the fast flashing
scenery outside the window, she suddenly smiled: “I never thought Nancheng
would be my hometown, I am here. I have lived for nine years, and this is the
first time today. When I set foot on this land again, I felt a sense of intimacy.

I think I am finally back. “

Before the man spoke, the little dumpling sitting next to him spoke: “Of course,
because my father and I are here, this is your home.”

The little girl is unintentional, but she is also telling the truth.

“Well! Where are you and Dad, where is my home!” Suzi nodded heavily, and
then continued to look at the scenery outside on Arron’s shoulder.

The only sadness is the whereabouts of the mother.



Suzi’s melancholy momentarily, coupled with the exhaustion along the way,
she half-closed her eyes and rested on Arron’s shoulder.

Until the car turned on the road to his own community, Suzi’s sleepy eyes
suddenly focused.

She sat up straight: “Arron, I…I saw that figure.”

Chapter 750
Arron also looked out the window instantly.

Even Christopher suddenly braked.

“Where?” Arron asked gently.

Suzi rubbed his eyes: “I…”

Where is that figure?

Why is it gone?

She obviously didn’t blink her eyes, why is it gone?

Arron: “…”

He raised his arms around his wife, and k!ssed her distressedly: “Sometimes
no news is the best news. Your mother is a strong person. When you were a
child, your father was sick, and your mother was able to withstand so much
pressure. To survive, when she was imprisoned by Jarod, she knew how to
use her to influence others and let the Lin family’s domestic helper let her go.

That means your mother is not so easy to compromise with reality.



Just like you, your personality depends on your mother.

Don’t you also never bow to fate? “

Suzi nodded: “Well, I know Arron.”

Because of her husband’s consolation, her mood suddenly became brighter.

Yes, no news is the best news.

Back home, it was not time for dinner. Suzi and his children were exhausted,
so they washed and slept for an afternoon, but Arron couldn’t be as leisurely
as his wife and daughter.

He needs to deal with a lot of company affairs.

There is also the matter of Suzi.

Seeing the mother and daughter sleeping soundly, Arron came to the top floor
and took out his mobile phone and called Christopher.

On the other end, Christopher immediately said: “Siye, the tramp that the lady
said of her mother who looks like her mother has indeed wandered around
your residence several times recently, but the tramp is very clever, she always
sees the dragon. The first and the last, from yesterday to now, the people I
sent out looked for, but they didn’t find any clues.”

Arron: “…”

After a few seconds of silence, he said: “A woman who can escape from
Jarod’s house, if her true identity is really what we guessed, then she must be
an extraordinary woman, and you can’t find her either. For things that are not
normal, this is not anxious, take your time, if she really cares about Suzi and
the child, she will come again.”



“Okay Fourth Master, I see.” Christopher said.

After a pause, Christopher reported to Arron again: “When I came out of the
hotel where my wife was home, the man at the door told me that Xu Haili’s
family of three had been beaten to death in public by those who had hated
their family of three. “

Arron sneered: “It just happened to be a disaster!”

“Also, Shen Cuishan’s side has also been cleaned up.” Christopher said
again.

“Very good.”

Christopher’s tone eased a little: “In the future, even if the wife’s hometown is
peaceful, even if the wife’s mother returns 10,000 steps back to her
hometown, she will definitely not be bullied.”

Arron sighed: “If it is really what we guessed, her roots should be in
Nancheng. Now that Suzi and her children are in Nancheng, she will not go
back to her hometown again.”

Christopher: “It’s also…”
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“In this case, you can choose a good cemetery for Suzi’s father as soon as
possible.”

“Yes, Fourth Master.”

After closing the thread, Arron sat alone on the top wicker chair with his eyes
closed and rested.



The matter of Suzi’s hometown has been settled, and now all that is left is to
take down the island.

Mother Shanna was originally a rich family on that island, but because of a
change, her mother’s family became victims. Even if her mother’s family ran
away their wealth and fled to the mainland, the ruler on that island actually
chased her mother. A family chased to the mainland. Fortunately, his mother
was saved by Elder Shu and saved her life.

The mother’s family, parents, sister-in-law, sister, and their children were all
brutally murdered. As a result, the mother stayed in this world alone. When
she was sad and sorrowful, she was used by the aunt and became the outer
room of his father Fu Zhengxiong, and then gave birth to Arron.

If you ask about the size of the family, the mother’s home on the island is not
much smaller than the Fu family.

But because of the escape, not only did my mother not wear a wedding dress
in her entire life, she also never entered the door of Fu’s house.

I want to come to this because of the killing of the mother’s family on the
island.

Mother Shanna actually had a wish before she died, but she didn’t tell anyone,
not even her son. However, Arron heard it when she was in a coma while she
was dying, and her mother repeatedly said nonsense. I said one sentence:
“Unreconciled, unreconciled, unreconciled, I have never been able to go back
to my hometown to take a look at my hometown even to death.”

Going back to my hometown to take a look, it was a wish my mother had
always had, and Arron knew it at a very young age.

So during the years when he was in exile abroad, he had already begun
preparations to break the island. It’s just that six years were delayed because
of searching for Suzi’s mother and daughter.



Now that Suzi and the child have returned to them, and the things in Suzi’s
hometown have been handled satisfactorily, it is time for Arron to take down
the island.

Arron closed his eyes and thought about a lot of plans, all related to the
takeover of the island. He didn’t go downstairs until it was time to eat, and
when he came to the restaurant, he saw that Suzi and the child were already
awake. The mother and daughter wore the same polka-dot mother and
daughter home furnishings, tied the same ball heads, and the same polka-dot
butterfly hairpins were stuck on their heads.

At first glance. Suzi is not like Shen’s only mother, but very much like Shen’s
only big sister. At first glance, Suzi and Lilly are very similar to Arron’s two
daughters.

Seeing this warm and sweet scene, Arron was taken aback.

His mother Shanna had only one small wish throughout her life, that is, a
family of three can live a small life smoothly, but her mother didn’t get it until
she died, even if Arron was cruel and cold-hearted, so that he didn’t even care
about brotherhood. Nian, but Arron’s heart is the same as his mother. He
longs for a home, his own little home.

And now, the beaming, very playful mother and daughter in front of him are
his home and all of him.

“Have you seen enough, uncle?” Suzi rolled his eyes and looked at his
husband playfully.

“Uh…” She has always been deserted, and occasionally speaking to him so
playfully, he is a little uncomfortable.

But in my heart, it was warmed by her hook again.

The man immediately sat down to eat with his wife and daughter.



After eating, he coaxed his daughter to sleep step by step. After her daughter
was asleep, he sent a few important emails in the study, and then he went to
the bathroom to wash up.

After a tiring day, Suzi and Lilly both had a nap for more than two hours when
they returned home in the afternoon, and he hasn’t rested. This will really feel
tired.

However, when the originally tired man saw the woman on the bed, he
instantly fixed his eyes on the woman.

Women dress very economically and very thinly.

That ultra-short suspender nightdress is so thin that all parts are looming, and
it is even more graceful under the orange light.

The woman held her small head on her elbow, and looked at the man with an
extremely sweet expression in her eyes: “Arron, I have been waiting for you.”
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Man: “…”

Even though his concentration is extremely long, he can see the woman’s
charming and watery eyes, and the incomparably graceful figure, the man’s
throat rolls and rolls instantly.

“Come on.” She yelled again coquettishly.

She seldom takes the initiative, in fact, she is still in the ignorant period when
it comes to hooking people. A woman who has always been deserted will not
have any superb tricks at all.



However, in order to reward him for everything he did for her in her hometown,
she willingly hooked him once.

She brewed for a long time while he was taking a bath.

I searched for a lot of movies, TV shows, and various scenes that she had
seen in her mind. After thinking about it, she thought of such a scene.

Then, she looked for this one among the many underwear he gave her.

To be honest, Suzi blushed when she first put it on.

I have never worn such s3xy clothes.

The things he gave her, whether it was jewelry, shoes, bags, or clothes, were
actually very good things.

Just like this thin nightdress like a cicada’s wings, it looks like sand and a little
hard, but it is very comfortable and soft when worn, it does not stick to the skin
at all, and it is as soft as no clothes.

Not only that, but under the translucent material that is as thin as a cicada’s
wings, her skin is reflected with a soft halo, which is particularly beautiful.

No wonder fashion inventors invented such underwear.

Wearing it would really make him full of interest, lying halfway on his big bed,
Suzi himself felt that he was much more charming than usual.

She looked at her man Arron in such an extremely charming posture.

Arron dived with a goshawk and rushed down towards her.

“Ah…haha!” Suzi took advantage of the trend and hid away with a smile.



However, the man was tall and long, with long arms. He could reach her as
soon as he stretched out his arms. Suzi immediately frightened him and rolled
over to the bed. This roll didn’t matter, she felt like she was about to fall.

Suzi: “Ah…”

The man’s hands were quick and quick, and a backhand dragged Suzi, who
was about to fall out of the bed, back from the edge of the bed and circled him
into his arms. At the same time, the man flipped over again and elbow her
under him.

“Little woman! It’s you! How dare you seduce me?” The man’s voice was
hoarse and low.

Suzi’s hands were pressed by the man on both sides, and she did not struggle
or resist. Instead, she gently blew in his ear with a sound like water: “You are
hooked, haven’t you?”

Man: “…”

He didn’t answer her again, but told her with his lips.

This night is undoubtedly beautiful and happy.

Suzi hid in his arms and smiled.

He is her man.

“Husband…” The woman’s hair covered his entire chest, silky and smooth,
and itchy like feathers. More is warm.

“Yeah.” He agreed lazily.

“How many children do you…want?” She asked this question for the first time.



“It depends on how many babies you have. You are now twenty-five and sixty
years old. It should be no problem when you are born to forty-five and
sixteen.” The man’s tone was very serious: “Ten, if there are more twins,
fourteen and five.” A…”

Suzi: “Puff…I am not a sow.”
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Arron: “…”

Did you say you are a sow?

Did I say you are a sow?

If you are a sow, am I not a boar!

After a little smile, she said to herself again: “I think it is better to have three
children. At least one younger sister should be given to the only one, and then
two younger brothers, so that two boys and two girls will have their
companions. What do you mean husband?”

Arron’s tone also instantly carried a lot of longing: “Both boys and girls are
good. If there are three boys, there are only so many younger brothers to
protect them. When they grow up, they will be happy. If they are all girls, our
family has four. A golden flower must be very beautiful when it grows up.”

“Yeah!” Suzi nodded happily: “Anything is good, as long as it is our child, we
still have to give birth anyway.”

Arron: “…”

She discovered that once a woman becomes a mother, she is addicted.



I didn’t want to be a sow just now, so forget it now.

It seems that even if he feels distressed about her body and disagrees with
her giving birth, she herself will not agree.

The woman also drew a blueprint in her heart: “Husband, if we have four
children, this house will be a bit crowded. We have to change to a bigger one,
preferably with a yard. There are flowers and grass in the yard. In the back of
the yard, we can also feed chickens, ducks and geese. We have two more
dogs and a few cats. Then outside the yard, we lease dozens of acres of land.

We are farmers, so the fruits and vegetables that our children eat are all our
own.

Chicken, duck and mutton are also my own.

OK? “

Arron couldn’t help but stared down at the little woman lying on his chest.

Suddenly, she discovered that under her always indifferent and lonely
appearance, there was actually a heart that longed for life, longing for stability,
and longing for family.

What she portrays is not the life of urban elites.

It’s a pastoral life with children, cats and dogs, and land.

Because, in her heart, she yearns for a kind of stability and warmth, a life
where more relatives can be with her.

She longs for relatives.



Thinking of this, Arron suddenly turned around and shackled her under him
again.

Suzi was so frightened that his hands were clenched into small fists against
her chest: What are you…what are you doing again? “

The man sneered: “You want children but don’t want to work hard. When can
you have children?”

Suzi said without hesitation: “Having a child…that has to be you?”

“So, I am now!”

Suzi: “…”

In the end, she didn’t know when she fell asleep. She only knew that she slept
soundly and soundly at night. In her dream, she saw her mother again.

This time, the mother’s figure coincided with the tramp she saw.

She felt that the tramp was the mother.

“Mom…” She yelled, yelled, yelled in her dream, and was awakened by a
sudden telephone ringing.

Suzi picked it up and connected: “Hey, who…”
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“Suzi!” Lanita’s proud and arrogant voice came from the other end.

Suzi: “…”



She didn’t look closely at Lanita’s phone number just now, but she was sure
that it was definitely not Lanita’s number. Hearing Lanita’s voice, Suzi
immediately put the phone in front of her and took a look. I found that it is a
new number, and this number is so strange, it has two or three digits less than
the domestic number.

What’s the situation?

“Where are you now?” Suzi is a smart person, she seems to have thought of
something.

“You should have guessed it, I am abroad now!” Lanita said triumphantly.

Suzi: “…”

“Suzi, I know that your husband, Arron, is capable of the sky. In China, he
wants to die for three shifts alone, and that person will not survive five shifts.
But I am abroad now, and I have already gone abroad. What do you think of
me? “Lanita’s grinning tone was full of provocations to Suzi.

Suzi really didn’t expect it.

Her mind has been short-circuited for most of the day, and her mouth is
speechless: “…”

At that end, Lanita guessed that Suzi must be shocked, and her tone became
even more arrogant: “Suzi, you told me yesterday that your cousin Shen
Cuishan is dead, I know this must be true, I Know, you say you hate me, hate
my dad, I also know you must hate it, haha! Now that you heard that we are
already abroad, do you hate it even more?

Are you going to vomit blood now?

Ow, you find a basin to catch your blood…”



Suzi: “…”

It is impossible to say no hate and no anger.

Even if Lanita didn’t deliberately anger Suzi, Suzi already felt her throat sweet.
After she came back, she planned to find her father’s tomb first, and then go
to Lin Jiaxing to ask the guilt. She must not spare the Lin family. As a result,
Lanita told her that their family of three had already gone abroad?

Suzi desperately swallowed the fishy sweetness in his throat, and asked in a
calm and cold tone: “When did you go abroad?”

“Haha!” Lanita smiled wildly: “Tell you, Ha Suzi, I found out that Lanita is
fighting with you now, and my eyes are getting more and more. It’s just
between you and your husband. We had already decided to flee the night that
Arron held a family banquet in Fu’s old house.

Because, I also know your husband very well.

I know that your husband will definitely not let me go.

So, when your family of three went out to have fun together the next day, our
family of three took the opportunity to escape. How about it, is it a success? “

Suzi nodded: “Very successful.”

She suddenly remembered that that Sunday, that is, three days ago, when
she was shopping in the mall with Galia and Rayna, she received an
unfamiliar phone call, and she said “Hey” on the phone. After several times,
no one was speaking at the other end. At that time, Suzi thought someone
had made the wrong call.

Now, Suzi suddenly remembered and asked: “Did you call me that day when
you were planning to escape?”



“Yes! I called you, how about it!” Lanita admitted.

“You are silent on the phone. Actually, you want to hear where our family of
three is? If my phone is noisy, you can tell that we are outside, so you can run
away in the chaos?” Suzi said .

“Well, you are indeed smart! But what’s the point of being smart? It’s over!
Haha!”

Suzi: “…”

“Suzi Suzi.” Lanita suddenly called Suzi’s Confucian name.

“Yeah.” Suzi replied calmly.

“Feng Shui turns around, you see, during the eight years you lived in my
house, your life has always been very bad, and then you have been in jail, but
since you came out of jail, you have met Arron. Moreover, he is so pampered
and spoiled. What does this mean? It means that it is your good fortune. As
for me, in your company and in your old house, I have been humiliated many
times, and I will almost be killed by Arron.

But I escaped now.


